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Doyle: Editorial
THE UNIVERSITY OF TULSA
TULSA 3, OKLAHOMA
SCHOOL OF LAW

OFFICE OF THE

512 South Cincinnati

LAW JOURNAL

January, 1964
Dear Reader:
It may be presumptuous to state that the educational process is
not confined to the law school student. Indeed it is not. The lawyer
of this Age certainly must remain conscious of the expanding
reaches of the law to serve Is client. Our efforts, too, are directed
to service. To the student at the law school the law review program
offers an educational tool with which he may develop a facility
to research, analyze, and communicate; to the student in the law
office the law review program provides a media to the latest developments in the profession.
The Editors take this opportunity to express our appreciation to
those organizations and members of the Oklahoma Bar Association
who have so graciously contributed to the establishment of the
TuLsA LAw JoURNAL. These contributions are evidence of the
profession's consciousness of the need for expanding the field of
continuing legal education.
Others have been instrumental in the production of this first effort. We wish to express our appreciation to the University and
to the College of Law; Dean Bruce Peterson; Graham Kirkpatrick,
Charles W. Linder, Jr., and James C. Thomas, our faculty advisors; and the other members of the faculty for their active assistance in this new program.
As the inception of our publication depended upon your support,
so will its continuation. We invite your suggestions for improving
any aspects of the program. We also invite your subscription to
volume two. A subscription blank is provided on the opposite side
of this letter for your convenience.
Very truly yours,

Stanley Pierce Doyle
Editor-in-Chief
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THE UNIVERSITY OF TULSA
TULSA 3, OKLAHOMA
OFFICE OF THE
LAW JOURNAL

SCHOOL OF LAW
512 South Cincinnati

May, 1964
Dear Reader:
The Tulsa Law Journal was inaugurated with a two-fold purpose:
(1) that of developing the legal writing skills of qualified students,
and (2) to provide another forum for the presentation and discission of legal problems by eminent jurists. A law review demonstrates more than individual abilities. It brings out the intellectual
resources of the school and develops the creative ability of the
participants as well as giving an accurate picture of the law and
its trends.
Participation in the Journal program requires stringent self-discipline by the student, necessary to develop the abilities of expression, organization, analysis of research and constructive criticism
of other student works.
No review can claim success if it is not widely distributed and
read. Ideas do not come to fruition between the covers of a closed
book. This is one of the reasons we so vigorously solicit subscriptions and exchanges; another is so that the Journalwill move closer
to carrying its own financial burden. Pleasure and gratitude must
be expressed at the response the Journal has received among members of the Bench and Bar. As is always the case with such an endeavor, more is needed.
Traditions are being established with the Tulsa Law Journal which
we hope will continue to highlight, in your eyes, the quality of
legal education at the University of Tulsa.
Carrying on the traditions with Volume Two are: John Jarboe,
Editor-in-Chief; W. Charles Tegeler, Managing Editor; Archie Robbins, Articles and Book Review; and Edwin W. Ash, Notes and
Comments. Sincere congratulations are in order for these gentlemen.
Yours truly,
Kelly Dee Young
Editor-in-Chief
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